As a kid, I dreamed of being an airplane pilot. I think all kids do. And while all of the fun and memories of flying flood
back into my mind, Guillow's is keeping that dream alive today, with amazing airplanes and gliders that you and your
kids can build themselves and watch them SOAR!
A little about Guillow's:
Guillow's had humble beginnings starting all the way back in 1926. Constructing airplane kits for the young and young at
heart, Guillow's prides themselves on providing a link to the past with god old fashioned foam and balsa wood flying
machines. Just give your child a kit and watch the magic! Not only are these kits fun to make but affordable too!
Guillow's aims to keep family costs low so everyone can enjoy the dream of flying.

I wish you could have seen my son's eyes light up when he opened this box. That child wonderment face is hard to bottle
up! He was so excited to build his own Guillow's airplanes and gliders. Packaged just like the olden days, these kits
contain everything your child needs to take-off! Stickers, instructions and pieces are all inside each bag.
I will say from a mommy point of view, make sure you tell your kids how
delicate the pieces are. Kits are recommended for ages 8 years and up and
from the "delicate" standpoint, I can see why. The foam and balsa wood are
thin and breakable. So just connecting the pieces in place could cause a tear. I
helped my son along the way, and he loved putting the stickers on his new
glider and space shuttle. The balsa wood kits even contain rubber bands,
wheels and propellers! That was a nice surprise. Instructions were simple and
no glue is needed. Within minutes we were ready!
The BEST part of the Guillow's Toy Airplanes and Gliders is getting those kids
outside. The excitement with every time the glider or plane would soar in the air was an amazement all on it's own. It's
such a sight to see my son playing with the same gliders and airplanes of long ago. STILL getting the same amount of fun
and awe and no technology or electronics needed!
You can purchase these FUN Guillow's planes and gliders at your local hobby shop and online for as low as $1.79!!! Can
you believe that price?! That's worth adding to your Easter basket and storing away for Christmas goodies!

